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Contact Details 

ADDRESS 
50 Separation Street 

Northcote VIC 3070 

PRINCIPAL Joanne Rock 

GOVERNING AUTHORITY Santa Maria College 

TELEPHONE 03 9489 7644 

EMAIL principal@santamaria.vic.edu.au 

WEBSITE santamaria.vic.edu.au/ 

E NUMBER E1138 

 

Minimum Standards Attestation 

I, Joanne Rock, attest that Santa Maria College is compliant with: 

• All of the requirements for the minimum standards and other requirements for the 

registration of schools as specified in the Education and Training Reform Act 2006 (Vic) 

and the Education and Training Reform Regulations 2017 (Vic), except where the school 

has been granted an exemption from any of these requirements by the VRQA 

• Australian Government accountability requirements related to the 2021 school year under 

the Australian Education Act 2013 (Cth) and the Australian Education Regulations 2013 

(Cth) 

• The Child Safe Standards prescribed in Ministerial Order No.870 - Child Safe Standards, 

Managing Risk of Child Abuse in Schools. 

15/03/2022 

 

NOTE: The School’s financial performance information has been provided to the Australian Charities and Not-for-

profits Commission (ACNC) and will be available for the community to access from their website at www.acnc.gov.au 

http://www.acnc.gov.au/
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Our College Vision 

Santa Maria College is a Catholic School in the Benedictine tradition. Our students are 

encouraged to be strong, compassionate and independent women who are critical thinkers and 

who seek to live out Scriptural values with compassion, love, justice and hope.  

Our Mission Statement  

Santa Maria College is a Catholic Secondary College for girls, founded by the Sisters of the Good 

Samaritan, in 1904. Our educational endeavours seek to nurture a search for truth, a spirit of 

inquiry and a deep love of learning. The life and teachings of Jesus energise our community and 

permeate all that we do. The parable of the Good Samaritan with its spirit of welcome, love, 

service and compassion gives a particular emphasis to the way we live out our Gospel challenge 

in this community. We celebrate our diversity by developing critical social awareness and a 

reverence for and responsibility towards all creation. We strive to nurture an atmosphere of trust 

and hope where our students are accepted, affirmed, encouraged and challenged to grow to their 

full potential by doing their best.  

Good Samaritan Education, by its nature, provides educational experiences that kindle a passion 

and honouring for:  

• Social Justice  

• A life of prayer  

• Integrity  

• Service  

• Educational Excellence  

• Personal Responsibility  

• Balance  

• Human Dignity  

• Respect 
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College Overview 

Santa Maria College is a girl's Catholic school situated on a 2.5-hectare single campus, in the 

heart of suburban Northcote, 7kms north of Melbourne CBD. Established in 1904, the College 

has undergone much change, and yet remains true to its Good Samaritan, Benedictine charism. 

The student population is 888.  

Santa Maria College is a welcoming school that has dynamic, determined, cohesive and 

innovative leadership and a committed staff. It is increasingly highly regarded in the community 

as a school that cares deeply for its students: one that seeks to promote student life that enables 

girls to become strong, compassionate and independent women who are critical thinkers and who 

seek to live out Gospel values with integrity, hope and joy. In recognising the importance of 

working in partnership with parents, the College endeavours to provide a holistic education to the 

young women it serves. In doing so, it is wholeheartedly embracing the challenges of the rapidly 

changing educational, social and spiritual landscape.  

The College successfully gained authorisation from the International Baccalaureate as a global 

school in 2014 and as such is an official provider of the Middle Years Program (MYP: Years 7- 

10). This recognition has placed the College on an international platform as a global school for 

innovative learning.  

The College has a true multicultural profile with no one particular nationality dominating the ethnic 

mix with many students representing third and fourth generation migrant families. Added to this 

great richness of our College is the enrolment of a small number of Aboriginal students and a 

growing intake of students of refugee background (South Sudan, Iraq and Syria). This provides a 

wonderful learning opportunity for considered dialogue, growing relationships leading to the 

development of mutual understanding and respect.  

Our College aims to provide a holistic learning experience for each student. Offering opportunities 

that engage and ignite a passion for learning within a nurturing community, as part of our vision 

of 'One Community, Three Villages' model, held within the framework of our Catholic, 

Benedictine/Good Samaritan tradition. Knowing each student's story, so that she can learn in 

community is our intent.  

Santa Maria College is conveniently located in Northcote and well serviced by public transport. 

Our student population is often drawn in by transport services with many students coming from 

areas north on the Mernda train line. Our intake also includes students from local suburbs 

(Northcote, Fairfield, Thornbury, Preston) as well as students coming from Brunswick and 

Brunswick West (which is well serviced by transport networks). 
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Principal’s Report 

One cannot imagine that a school could experience back to back years like 2020 and 2021 without 

being changed. For Santa Maria there were incredible challenges but the fundamental hope and 

belief in the goodness of all people kept the community alive during the most challenging times.  

What has been learnt about leadership, management, community and learning is immeasurable 

and will change the future of education. Whilst enormously stretching, it was a gift to be part of 

the experience and to be part of leading the community throughout the COVID-19 school 

closures.  

The work of the College Leadership Team and the College Board in supporting the school 

community has made a lasting impact and brought the community closer, with a strong sense of 

appreciation of the effort and commitment made by all. The Leadership team was exemplary in 

leading the College over the extraordinary 2021 academic year. Throughout the year, in face to 

face and remote learning, this team demonstrated flexibility, unwavering commitment to students 

and staff and an ability to deliver excellent educational outcomes in difficult circumstances.  

The Strategic Plan, 2018 - 2022, continued to provide an anchor for decision-making in 2021 and 

informed the direction and approach of the College in our second year of responding to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Our Strategic Plan, which names our values, our priorities and our vision, 

informed and reinforced the Home Learning Program that supported intellectual, social, emotional, 

spiritual and physical wellbeing during the second year of extended lockdowns.   

A brief summary of the Strategic Plan is below:  

• Respectful relationships grounded in dignity are foundational to all interactions with staff, 

students, families and the community. 

• Our learning environment is adaptive; conscious of contemporary, global approaches, and 

allows all students to actively participate and succeed. 

• As a Good Samaritan, Benedictine community we are committed to a Village model that gives 

students agency and builds the capacity of young people to meet the challenges of today and 

tomorrow. 

• We believe in the capacity of all people to grow and learn and therefore commit to engaging 

in partnership, creating leadership opportunities and using a model of subsidiarity for 

leadership decision making.  

• We believe in creating governance structures that are careful stewards of all resources, while 

being open to creative opportunities.  
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Education in Faith 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

• To embed Gospel values and Catholic identity in a way that is lived and celebrated in College 

life and practices.  

• Continue to foster connections with our Catholic heritage, Good Samaritan traditions and 

experiences through outreach projects, liturgies, rigorous Religious programs and staff 

professional learning.  

Achievements 

• The College Theme for 2021 that guided our prayer, liturgy and Faith in Action life was: 

Stepping in. Reaching out. A Community of Courage. At the centre of all of this was 

courage! The French word for courage (corage) draws on the Latin cor, meaning heart. The 

symbol for the 2021 theme was four cast iron heart sculptures - one for each Village, and one 

for staff. They provided a constant reminder of the need to put our faith into action as we 

stepped in, reached out, and showed courage.  

• 2021 continued to present all of the challenges associated with a global pandemic. With the 

continuing experiences of isolation and disruption however, there came with it a deep need 

to find ways to transcend the obstacles and to find meaning once again in the everyday. To 

that end, the prayer, liturgy and community service elements of school life became even more 

important than ever, as we reached into our Gospel values and celebrated as a faith 

community. 

• Staff Formation took place on a number of occasions across 2021 including a whole day 

online with International Speaker Anna Rowlands on Catholic Social Teaching; a day led by 

former student Teresa Bonaddio that explored the College Theme through the lens of Youth 

Justice; and an afternoon using talks from both Timothy Radcliffe and Joan Chittister.  

 

VALUE ADDED 

• 2021 saw the introduction of Laura's Pantry - a repurposed cupboard that was painted by 

the students and used as a temporary Foodbank. Throughout the year, various items of 

food were prioritised for collection, and staff and students would drop off their donation to 

the Pantry. Once full, it was bagged up by students, and dropped into the ASRC in 

Footscray. The Pantry, stationed in the foyer of the library, became a symbol of what it is 

to be in solidarity with people in the wider community who are struggling. 

• The annual Sorry Day Assembly was able to bring the whole school community together.  

• The Walk with Love fundraiser was a huge success.  Walking was one thing that we could 

do throughout our periods of lockdown, as we all became very familiar with streets and 

parks that were within a 5-kilometre radius of our homes. Walk with Love invited people to 

donate a small amount of money, then go for a walk as a family in solidarity with the families 

we are connected to in the Philippines through the Good Samaritan Kindergarten. 
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Enormous participation and support was given to the cause, managing to raise over 

$10,000!  

• Following on from the introduction of Friday's from the Heart in 2020, they continued in 

2021. This student focused newsletter was a collaborative effort between the Village Faith 

Leader and the student Faith In Action Leaders. The focus was to inspire, connect and 

offer messages of hope. It included 'music for the soul', positive mental health resources, 

prayers written by students, key days of action messages. 

• In 2021, a new Year 7 Faith in Action Program kicked off with Sacred Heart Mission. 

After the launch in March, a variety of projects were planned to raise awareness and funds 

for SHM.  
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Learning & Teaching 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

• To provide a flourishing learning environment for all as we actively participate in a global 

educational platform as an authorised provider of the International Baccalaureate Middle 

Years Program  

• To provide a challenging and caring academic environment that fosters independent, 

collaborative, confident, resilient learners and community builders, whose individual learning 

needs are met  

• To develop a culture of learning that exudes rigour, generates enthusiasm, engagement and 

develops independent learners.  

Achievements 

• Google Suite -extensive use of Google tools for teaching and learning online with students 

and staff engaging in multimodal lessons that included real-time teaching and learning and 

facilitated independent learning experiences  

• Remote delivery - all student lessons effectively delivered remotely with student assessment 

and reporting reflecting key achievements and goals for students   

• Partnerships in learning with providers to engage in online incursions  

• Collection of student data and engagement with hosting platform for student data that tracks 

achievement and growth across secondary schooling  

• Differentiation through the use of assistive technology to support online literacy and 

engagement in learning.  

 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES  

NAPLAN  

In 2021 the school achieved at or above the minimum standard for the vast majority of students 

in all assessed NAPLAN areas. In addition to this, the school average was above the Victorian 

and National averages in all assessed areas except Numeracy in Y7 and Y9. It is important to 

note that with the absence of data from 2020 it will prove problematic to measure growth for 

some cohorts in future years and the College will need to rely on improved internal standardised 

data and analysis to inform intervention strategies. 

The data also demonstrates a significant sub-section of the cohorts achieving at the highest 

levels of achievement. Future planning for the College is to ensure there is a clear and effective 

range of intervention strategies to further consolidate this high level of achievement from these 

students. 

VCE Results 

The College Dux of the College for 2021 achieved an ATAR of 98.7 with the Dux Secundus 

achieving an ATAR of 98.4. Overall, there were 29 students who achieved ATAR's above 90, 

placing them in the top 10% of students in the state of Victoria. A pleasing point of note is that 
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of these 29 students, 12 achieved an ATAR of 95 or above, placing them in the top 5% of 

students in the state.  

The College's median study score is 32, up from 31 from 2020. The median ATAR is 78.75, up 

from 75.35 in 2020.  

 

MEDIAN NAPLAN RESULTS FOR YEAR 9  

Year 9 Grammar & Punctuation 603.2 

Year 9 Numeracy 573.5 

Year 9 Reading 597.9 

Year 9 Spelling 601.8 

Year 9 Writing 597.5 
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PROPORTION OF STUDENTS MEETING THE MINIMUM STANDARDS 

NAPLAN TESTS 2019 

 

 % 

2020 

 

  

2019 – 2020 

Changes 

 

2021 

 

 % 

2020 – 2021 

Changes 

 

  * *  * 

YR 07 Grammar & 
Punctuation 

96.8 - - 97.5 - 

YR 07 Numeracy 98.1 - - 98.7 - 

YR 07 Reading 99.4 - - 100.0 - 

YR 07 Spelling 99.4 - - 98.7 - 

YR 07 Writing 98.1 - - 98.7 - 

YR 09 Grammar & 
Punctuation 

99.4 - - 97.8 - 

YR 09 Numeracy 100.0 - - 99.3 - 

YR 09 Reading 98.7 - - 96.4 - 

YR 09 Spelling 98.7 - - 98.5 - 

YR 09 Writing 97.4 - - 93.6 - 

 

* There are no NAPLAN results to report in 2020 as the Australian Government decided that due 

to the COVID-19 pandemic NAPLAN Assessments would not take place. 

** Data cannot be reported for this year as the number of students that sat the test was below 5 

and the data has been suppressed for privacy reasons in accordance with the ACARA NAPLAN 

data reporting provisions. 

*** No students sat the NAPLAN tests in this year level and in one or both of the relevant years. 
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Student Wellbeing 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

Building a Just and Caring Community indicating: 

• That the College is an inclusive community that fosters right relationship and gives evidence 

of solidarity with marginalised peoples 

• A learning community attuned to the wellbeing needs of all members, especially through the 

numerous remote learning episodes 

• A commitment to the principles and practices of participative decision-making, subsidiarity 

and delegation 

Achievements 

Inclusion 

As part of our ongoing work to engage young people in current issues within a Catholic context 

our year included the development of an Inclusion Policy to put into words our deep desire that 

all community members be welcomed as Christ. This process involved consultation with students, 

staff and other schools; whilst also utilising key documents developed at Catholic Education 

Melbourne including Horizons of Hope and Identity and Growth. The key areas of conversation 

involved education, empowerment, barriers to inclusion and partnership with families.  

Family Partnerships 

The key family partnership at Santa Maria is through Santalink, our parent group who work to 

promote connection and community between families and the College. The regular meetings in 

2021 were a mix of face to face and online and continued to be held monthly with strong 

attendance. Whilst many of the planned events could not proceed through lockdown, Santalink 

developed alternative activities that supported connection and engagement. This included an 

online family trivia night where families competed against one another via a Kahoots quiz game. 

Dave O'Neil, the comedian, gave some light-hearted relief on the night as well. There was a very 

successful Silent Auction online event as well.  

Caring for the vulnerable 

As part of our investment in relationships all community members are committed to supporting 

young people. Specific roles have been designed to provide the essential support for particular 

groups of students who the College identifies as vulnerable. This includes: 

• Koorie Education Worker 

• Cultural Advocate 

• Village Leaders - Wellbeing 

• College Chaplain 

• Learning Diversity Leader 

• College Psychologists 
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VALUE ADDED 

Amongst the numerous lockdowns, the following extra-curricular activities were able to 

proceed  

• Year 7 and 8 Camps  

• College Swimming Sports  

• Extensive Music Program (continued online)  

• Duke of Edinburgh Camps  

• College assemblies  

• College Celebrations  

• Debating (continued online) 

• College Production Spirit of the Theatre 

 

STUDENT SATISFACTION 

Student satisfaction surveys were conducted to gather feedback on the Home Learning 

Program. Students provided positive feedback on their engagement with peers and teachers 

through the online environment and the commitment of the College to continue with student led 

activities.  

 

STUDENT ATTENDANCE 

Normal management of student attendance was undertaken in 2021. 

If a student is unable to attend school then a parent/ guardian must call the College by 9:30am 

to report the absence.  

If no communication has occurred, the College will send an SMS to the family notifying of their 

daughter's absence.  

Written communication must also follow the student's return to school stating full name, year 

level and reason for the absence. At times, a medical certificate is required/ requested. 

 COVID-19 attendance measures  

Throughout the frequent lockdowns, the College continued with normal attendance 

procedures. Where a student was unable to attend online classes, then a parent/ guardian was 

required to call the College by 9:30am to report the absence.  

If no communication had occurred, the College sent an SMS to the family notifying of their 

daughter's absence. Written communication was also required the student's return to school 

stating full name, year level and reason for the absence. At times, a medical certificate is 

required/ requested. 
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YEARS 9 – 12 STUDENT RETENTION RATE 

Years 9 to 12 Student Retention Rate 94.0% 

 

AVERAGE STUDENT ATTENDANCE RATE BY YEAR LEVEL  

Y07 96.0% 

Y08 95.4% 

Y09 93.0% 

Y10 93.4% 

Overall average attendance 94.4% 

 

SENIOR SECONDARY OUTCOMES 

VCE Median Score 32.0 

VCE Completion Rate 100.0% 

VCAL Completion Rate 98.0% 

 

POST-SCHOOL DESTINATIONS AS AT 2021 

Tertiary Study 69.0% 

TAFE / VET 14.0% 

Apprenticeship / Traineeship 6.0% 

Deferred 5.0% 

Employment 6.0% 

Other – The category of Other includes both students 
Looking for Work and those classed as Other 

1.0% 
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Child Safe Standards 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

Santa Maria College is committed to providing a safe and friendly school where there is zero 

tolerance of child abuse. We are committed to the safety, participation and empowerment of all 

students and the ongoing education of staff on child abuse risks. In 2021, we continued to: 

• Ensure each of the 7 Child Safe Standards are embedded into the organisation and practices 

of the College  

• Undertake ongoing staff education and induction, ensuring Child Safe Standards are applicable 

and applied in the online environment  

• Inform the College Board of any issues arising and provided ongoing reports in relation to our 

work around the ongoing implementation of child safe practices.  

Achievements 

• The College continued to implement best practices in all matters of Child Safety. Zero tolerance 

is the key message and measures to ensure this is embedded in policy and everyday practice 

are communicated regularly. 

 • In 2021 staff were formally trained in new reforms including the Family Violence Information 

Sharing Scheme (FVISS), the Child Information Sharing Scheme (CISS) and the Multi-Agency 

Risk Assessment and Management Framework (MARAM)  

• All staff were updated on these new reforms and training provided about staff (teaching and non 

teaching) responsibilities in meeting Child Safe expectations  

• Online Child Safety Induction sessions were held for all staff as the College again moved to 

Home Learning. This included specific training for Child Safe practices in the online environment 

and supporting staff in creating Child Safe spaces in a digital classroom  

• Protocols were refreshed and refined prior to the move to online learning for child safety in a 

digital classroom and these were published for the whole community  

• Child Safe practices were articulated and further embedded in the recruitment and induction 

processes for staff  

• Information was communicated to the College Board at all Board meetings throughout the year  

• Child Safe Officers and their roles were advertised publicly to support any community member 

raising concerns  

• Staff records of annual training was updated to ensure staff accountability in relation to the 

implementation of relevant policies and procedures  

• The College Wellbeing program continued to include the Resilience, Rights and Respectful 

Relationship curriculum as part of the key teaching and learning; ensuring Standard 7 is 

addressed and empowered students  

• All risk management practices include Child Safety as a key consideration  
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Leadership & Management 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

• To strengthen, monitor and improve leadership that has a direct impact on students as 

learners 

• To focus on strategic planning, leadership and management through development of human 

resourcing process for recruitment, induction and management of staff 

Achievements 

The leadership of the College in 2021 continued to require flexibility, responsiveness and 

innovation to support the school community throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. This would not 

have been possible without the efforts of leaders at all levels within the College who were able to 

adeptly assess the ever-changing needs of students and families and respond with compassion 

and kindness.  

A significant change occurred in July 2021, with the arrival of the new College Principal, Joanne 

Rock. 

A restructure of the College Marketing and Community Engagement team was undertaken that 

better suits the needs of the College. This has revitalised our communications with the College 

and wider community, with a long term view of lifting the profile of our Alumnae. 

In September 2021 we underwent the MACS School Improvement Review that highlighted our 

strengths, opportunities and recommendations which will inform our 4-year school improvement 

and Annual Action plans.   

 

EXPENDITURE AND TEACHER PARTICIPATION IN PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 

Description of Professional Learning undertaken in 2021 

Staff professional learning in 2021 was developed in line with the AITSL Standards for 

Professional Development and the College Strategic Plan. Staff were involved in whole 

community professional learning as well as targeted learning that was focused on well-being, 

Learning or faith specific. Individual staff needs were also identified and addressed, especially 

in the area of up-skilling to deliver online learning during the Home Learning Program.  

The development of professional learning during the pandemic focussed on key skills named 

by staff and was created in modules for staff to take on as their skills developed, and they felt 

ready to extend their learning further. This provided differentiation in professional learning and 

ensured that all staff were catered for, supported and challenged in their growth.  

In 2021, the majority of Professional Learning took place online, for both school based and 

externally provided PL due to the ongoing lockdown restrictions experienced  

Number of teachers who participated in PL in 2021 82 

Average expenditure per teacher for PL $498 
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TEACHER SATISFACTION 

Throughout 2021 teacher data was collected as a way to ensure that operational processes 

were supportive of all community members and supported best outcomes for student learning. 

Teaching staff were invited to participate in surveys about the home learning program and 

provide feedback throughout the process.  

Staff Response  

Staff reported feeling well prepared for the return of Home Learning through professional 

support in Google Suite applications. They felt the refresher provided was excellent in ensuring 

their readiness for delivering remote lessons. Staff were able to connect for basic IT support 

and attend online professional learning (internally developed) based on their needs.  

Staff engagement in meetings and online forums was high and staff were provided with ongoing 

access to members of the College Leadership Team. A well-being team was established to 

check in regularly on staff and feedback on this was that teachers felt connected to the 

community and appreciated the active effort being made to maintain communication and 

collaboration. Weekly online events of a social nature were instigated to ensure staff were able 

to come together and support one another. 

Staff participation in reflective opportunities was high and feedback about these activities 

reflected both a need for reflective space and an appreciation of the development of this space. 

Staff commented about the chance to be (online) with one another and share their experiences 

as very supportive and positive for their own teaching mindset and mental health.  

A staff pamper pack delivered in the height of lockdown 6.0 was very well received, with staff 

expressing gratitude for the acknowledgement from leadership that they were doing it tough 

and their efforts were valued and appreciated. 

 

TEACHING STAFF ATTENDANCE RATE 

Teaching Staff Attendance Rate 85.6% 

 

ALL STAFF RETENTION RATE 

Staff Retention Rate 90.8% 
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TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS 

Doctorate 1.6% 

Masters 15.6% 

Graduate 50.0% 

Graduate Certificate 6.3% 

Bachelor Degree 89.1% 

Advanced Diploma 17.2% 

No Qualifications Listed 1.6% 

 

STAFF COMPOSITION 

Principal Class (Headcount) 5.0 

Teaching Staff (Headcount) 90.0 

Teaching Staff (FTE) 74.5 

Non-Teaching Staff (Headcount) 48.0 

Non-Teaching Staff (FTE) 34.4 

Indigenous Teaching Staff (Headcount) 1.0 
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College Community 

Goals & Intended Outcomes 

To encourage Santa Maria students, staff, parents, alumnae and the wider community to work in 

partnership to build stronger connections.  

Achievements 

• The Village model continued to strengthen as a structure that supports transition, belonging 

and open communication, especially during the numerous lockdowns of 2021  

• The Parent Association group, SantaLink grew in numbers despite moving online. Meetings 

continued in an online platform and new and innovate initiatives were created to support 

families during lockdowns 

• Parent engagement in School TV, a wellbeing hub increased in 2021 with specific special 

reports on COVID fears and transition back to school having strong viewing from the parents  

• Parent access to PAM increased and parent engagement in online family interviews was 

strongly supported, and became the preferred method of parents for family interviews moving 

forward  

• Parents were invited during lockdowns to attend online forums, hosted by wellbeing staff as 

a way to connect to other parents and provide immediate feedback of family experiences. 

These were strongly attended and provided the college with positive feedback  

• The student leaders made regular videos of support, full of hope and positive messages to 

the school community during the lockdowns that were extremely well received and 

appreciated by many in the community.  

 

VALUE ADDED 

With limited opportunities to provide on-site extra curricula activities during 2021, we were still 

able to undertake: 

• Our College production - Spirit of the Theatre was able to go ahead in between lockdowns 

and was a massive highlight in an otherwise event interrupted year 

• a revised Duke of Edinburgh program at all levels; bronze, silver and gold  

• Increased family participation in online interviews  

• Engagement with families on Open Day  

• High parent numbers on online Q&A sessions  

• Increased community engagement through our social media accounts (twitter and 

instagram) with increased numbers of followers  
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PARENT SATISFACTION 

Throughout 2021 Santa Maria College took active steps to stay connected to and engage with 

the parent community. This is always important, but was more important than ever during 2021 

when parents again became members of the home learning classroom during the numerous 

lockdowns.  

Parents reported strong satisfaction with the College generally and specifically in the response 

to Home Learning. The active communication of staff to families was identified as a strength, 

as was the immediacy with which the College moved from on-site to off-site platforms and 

modified teaching and learning programs to support student learning and personal wellbeing.  

Parent activity and involvement in online information sessions and interviews was high, and 

parent feedback indicated that this open, clear and transparent communication was important 

in their levels of support and comfort during lockdowns.  
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Future Directions 

Masterplan  

 In 2021, the new Masterplan was started, then paused as Victorian lockdown restrictions made 

it very difficult for the consultation process to be done to a standard the architects and College 

Board wanted. The process was restarted in December 2021, and the revised timeline for the 

delivery of the next Masterplan indicated it would be delivered in May 2022. This process 

presented a chance for consultation with a range of stakeholders and the opportunity to consider 

what the future of learning at Santa Maria might include. It is an exciting process to undertake a 

Masterplan, as it presents an opportunity to continue to grow and adapt the College by 

incorporating new and refurbished learning environments. There are exciting times ahead for the 

community of Santa Maria College. 

 

International Baccalaureate Middle Years Program  

The College continued to grow and develop this program using key recommendations for further 

improvement from the 2020 audit and evaluation. This formed the basis for our 2021 action plan 

for teaching and learning in the Years 7 - 10 programs. 

 

 


